Heavily subsidised for Northampton schools…

LEADERS OF GREATER-DEPTH
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Only £180
per
delegate

An international professional development
programme for appointed leaders of teaching and learning
(Lead Learners) within primary schools

An overview

A professional development programme
with a diﬀerence!

Leaders of Greater Depth
Teaching and Learning consists
of 3 specifi cally designed
modules, each focusing on
developing and promoting
different aspects of highly
effective teaching and learning.
The programme has been
designed as a collaborative
professional learning
community (PLC) in which
participants will develop a
greater understanding of how to
offer effective CPD, within their
own school, on outstanding
teaching and learning. Each
module will focus on increasing
the understanding and
awareness of how to offer deeper
professional learning experiences
that have a signifi cant impact on
classroom practice. The modules
are designed to engage all
participants in rigorous
professional learning and
individuals can expect to be
stretched and challenged by the
materials and professional
dialogue.

Consistency, high expectations and high standards are not
an ideal but rather a necessity and the drive to achieve these
three components should be led by highly skilled,
knowledgeable and confident in-school facilitators. This
programme has been specifically designed to support leaders of
teaching and learning in how they plan and oﬀer rigorous
professional learning and development to all staﬀ. The
programme will support participants in developing their
understanding of greater depth teaching and learning and will
seek to increase an individual’s confidence in leading highly
eﬀective and rigorous professional learning experiences, within
an authentic learning organisation. The programme focuses on
exploring how ‘lead learners’ can oﬀer high impact CPD within a
culture of reflective practice, ensuring every adult reaches their
potential.

Each module will include a range
of high-quality, relevant and
current materials that will be
available for use by all delegates
when leading professional learning
and development within their own
school

•Inquire into what really has an eﬀect on raising standards in every

Leadership Development

Leaders of Greater Depth Teaching and Learning is an
inquiry-based professional learning programme that will support
individuals in developing a deeper understanding around a
number of key issues, including:

• The diﬀerences between Continual Professional Development (CPD)
and Continual Professional Learning (CPL)

• Essential ingredients for high-impact professional learning and
development

• Key Principles for greater depth teaching and learning
•How ‘lead learners’ build capacity within every member of staﬀ,
ensuring pupils receive excellence in learning

•Consider the role of the lead learners in improving teaching and
learning throughout a school
classroom

•Eﬀect size of classroom interventions on pupil learning
•By the end of each module, participants will have knowledge,
resources and ideas to lead a series of professional learning
sessions within their own school
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Leaders of Greater
Depth Teaching and
Learning - A modular
professional learning
experience
Leaders of greater depth
teaching and learning has been
designed around three key
learning modules. Each module
will be explored during face-toface sessions and will be further
developed through a range of
inter-sessional, school-based
tasks, each supported through
online, facilitation.
The modules aim to:
• Stimulate, challenge and
provoke deep professional
thinking
• Build and extend a range of
essential professional
learning competencies,
including knowledge, skills,
behaviours and
professional attitudes
• Promote self-reflection that
leads to changes in
professional learning and
continual development
• Enhance an inquiry-stance
into effective continual
professional development
• Encourage significant study
and evaluation as well as
the application of new
ideas.

Leadership Development

Leaders of Greater Depth Teaching and
Learning - An overview of the 3 professional learning
modules

This programme has been designed around three key
professional learning modules and three key learning
questions:

• Module One - Clarity precedes competence - It starts with
a clear understanding
Key learning question - What are the main influences on
greater-depth teaching and learning?
Module one focuses on four key influences of eﬀective
teaching and learning and will begin to delve into professional
attitudes and behaviours needed to be an expert teacher.
How do staﬀ meetings and other professional development
processes develop the essential professional characteristics to
achieve success in every classroom?

• Module two - Getting the basics in place - Ensuring
consistency around greater-depth teaching and learning
Key learning question - How do teachers and teaching
assistants plan, deliver and evaluate greater-depth learning
experiences for every pupil?

• Module two focuses on creating a greater appreciation of the
diﬀerences between shallow and deep learning. Every
pupil, in every class, should be experiencing both shallow
and deep learning, but how they happen is so diﬀerent and it
is essential that all staﬀ understand these diﬀerences. From
the outset, staﬀ must be fully aware of their intended
outcomes and plan accordingly.

• Module Three - Making it stick - Developing the key
principles of greater depth teaching and learning
Key learning question - How do leaders of T and L ensure
there are high expectations and that key principles are being
‘lived out’ in every classroom?
Module three focuses on the three domains of competence
for greater depth teaching and learning and how leaders of T
and L can ensure these are being embedded in every class.
Participants will explore how they can support all staﬀ in
improving the interpersonal, intrapersonal and cognitive
domains of greater depth teaching and learning
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Leaders of greater depth teaching and learning - A professional
Learning Menu
Leaders of greater-depth teaching and learning is a leadership development pathway consisting of a
varied menu of professional learning processes, experiences and activities. This professional learning
menu will include:

• 3 Face-to-Face facilitated learning sessions
• Professional 1-to-1 coaching and Peer-to-Peer coaching
• Action Learning Sets and Joint Practice Development
• Structured reflection systems
• School-based leadership inquiry tasks
Leadership of greater depth teaching and learning will be facilitated by Andy Hind, Senior Consultant
with Enhancing Learning Ltd. Andy has over 30 years of educational experience, including Headship,
OFSTED, National College Consultant and is currently supporting over 500 educational organisations both
in the UK and abroad.

Further details
Cost : £180 (+ VAT) per delegate for the whole programme
Timings : 9:30 am - 3:30 pm (Coffee/tea served from 9:00 am)
Venue : Hopping Hill Primary School, Pendle Rd, Northampton NN5 6DT
Dates:
Module 1 - 30th April 2020
Module 2 - 21st May 2020
Module 3 - 25th June 2020
To book places on this programme or for further details, please contact:
Kate (Enhancing Learning Ltd) - 01202 267066 or
office@enhancinglearning.co.uk

Leadership Development
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